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HI, I’m CHRISTIAN CROONA a technically savvy person who loves diving into new challenges and solving
problems both on my own as well as in a team. Actually,
partly scratch that, it’s in teams that I flourish the most.

2016

Front end developer Intern at Our Interest (A Schibsted Media Company), Stockholm (20 week internship)
Web application development in vue.js at a fintech startup, my role was both as a developer with focus on UX
aspects as well as facilitating brainstorming workshops
and team building workshops.

2015-2016

Mobile Creative at Hyper Island, Stockholm
A practical university bachelor’s degree with focus on all
aspects of mobile development. Both the tech side with
webdevelopment and native apps, the design (UI/UX)
as well as service design, which alongside with always
working in teams is at the core of the education.

2008-2013

Master of science in Media Technology KTH,
Stockholm
I studied four years at a technical university, studying
technology in a broad sense related to the media industry, from analog printing presses to math, physics, databases and HCI. Great fun (and despair) and I still haven’t
graduated yet.

2010-2013

Tutor at Studybuddy AB, part-time/extra
I helped kids and teenagers with their homeworks, mostly in math. I got to try different learning techniques and
sometimes had to improvise in order to help the students
learn. Teaching and helping people solve problems is
something I love and I’m happy that I got to meet and
help a lot of students and at the same time get some
practical training in tutoring.

2012-2015

Waiter at Restaurant Gondolen, Stockholm
Providing a good service to guests during stressful conditions and be flexible, as working conditions can change
from one moment to another depending on the guests.
Apart from learning about food and drinks, the service
aspect is what I will bring with me.

